US Food and Drugs Administration (FDA) in 2008.
While the method is already applied in the clinic, mostly in cases where repeated attempts at conventional therapy have failed, research into its benefits continues. In a recent randomised clinical trial involving suicidal inpatients at a military hospital, George's group, now at the Medical University of South Carolina at Charleston, USA, showed that the treatment is feasible and safe for this particularly vulnerable group of patients. However, the suicidal thoughts subsided almost as quickly in the placebo control group (given a sham treatment) as in the treatment group. None of the patients died from suicide in the six months after the treatment (Brain Stimulation (2014) 7, 421-431).
Studying the long-term quality of life outcomes of patients with depression after TMS treatment, the group of Sarah "Holly" Lisanby at Duke University carried out a randomised, sham-controlled trial and found that the quality of life improvements after TMS compared to sham treatment were statistically significant and remained so at a follow-up investigation six months after the treatment (Brain Stimulation (2014) 7, 219-225).
Other treatments that may be used in difficult cases include electroconvulsive therapy (ECT, formerly known as electroshock therapy) and deep brain stimulation, which involves implantation of electrodes to deliver electrical impulses to specific areas of the brain. Compared to these measures of last resort, TMS has the marked advantage of being non-invasive and free of major side effects.
Overall, the science of addressing the most difficult cases of depression is still very much in flux, as is our understanding of why so many people get depressed in the first place. Important discussions are to be had about how healthy or sane our Western culture is, where many millions aspire to the gilded lifestyle of celebrities, even if the very same celebrities are driven to despair.
Michael Gross is a science writer based at Oxford. He can be contacted via his web page at www.michaelgross.co.uk
John K. Tsotsos
Discoveries about the brain, its function and human behavior are being made at an amazing rate. This special issue is about how our increasing knowledge in neuroscience is fostering new applications and technologies. Perhaps more is known about the visual system of the brain than any other component, and more of the brain's cortical neurons are devoted to visual processing than any other task and thus this essay will focus on vision. The fact that we have successfully built cameras using inspiration from the structure and function of our eyes encourages us to attempt to re-create the rest of the visual system artificially. The quest to create artificial vision has now seen over a half-century of increasingly intense activity. Each discovery about human vision can be regarded as a hint or clue that might be helpful in developing a functioning artificial vision system. But there are far more experimental discoveries than useful clues. And how one translates these hints into real systems is also very important. At what level of abstraction should it apply? What mathematical formulation or computational construct best models the hint? How is the result evaluated with respect to its computational performance? What degree of faithfulness to those neurobiological and behavioral observations is most useful? There are no easy answers to such questions and success lies mainly with the intuition and innovation of the developer.
Suppose one could list all the hints and clues that might apply to the creation of a successful vision system, whether artificial or biological: let the largest oval in
Essays
Our ever-growing knowledge about the human brain and human behavior is opening doors to increasingly impressive technological achievements. This neurobiological inspiration has a significant history and involves almost equal parts neuroscience, computation and art. With a focus on the sense of vision, this essay presents a selective and highly condensed snapshot of the history of how neurobiology has inspired technological developments, pointing the way to where new inspirations may lead. Figure 1 represent all of these, each being one of the little blobs in light blue. What is the nature of these clues? Each is some characteristic or a truth about visual processing, such as, 'one needs to understand what is being seen, regardless of the direction from which it is viewed', or stated differently, 'perception needs to be invariant to viewpoint'. The number of such characteristics is very large and more examples will appear below. It is important to note that the complete set of hints is not yet known.
It's all about the constraints
It is also important to understand that not all experimental observations about vision are useful. We certainly do not need to include any diseases of the visual system or any characteristics of how our eyes and vision systems age in the development of artificial vision, although we can often learn about normal, healthy vision by understanding such failures. Each of these hints, clues and characteristics in a direct manner constrain the development of artificial vision. To illustrate what is meant by constrain here, suppose you wish to bake a cake. Before you lies the whole universe of possible cake designs, shapes, and so on. Choosing a round ten-inch cake pan will constrain the eventual outcome; the choice reduces the space of all possibilities that you faced to the smaller space of all round ten-inch cakes. Any subsequent decisions are then constrained by the round pan, and as more decisions are takenchocolate, three-layers, mocha frosting, and so on -the space of possible cakes shrinks until a single cake (the one you will actually bake) remains. In the same manner, any choice of neurobiological or behavioral hints to use in an artificial vision system constrains the space of possible systems that can result.
Returning to the Figure 1 sketch, the set of hints or constraints within the yellow circle of the figure define human vision, the red blobs characterize bird vision, and so on. The fact that the bird clues differ from the human ones, with only partial overlap, reflects the fact that birds have different retinal structures than humans, different neural centers of visual information processing and different visual behaviors than humans, but with common neural underpinnings. All other biological vision systems would have representative ovals as well; the degree of overlap shown is not quantitative. If one follows the dark blue hints, one creates computer or robot vision. This special issue focuses in part on how neuroscience impacts the development of technology and this focus, with respect to vision, is represented by the overlap regions between biological vision and computer vision.
Although Figure 1 gives the impression that the space of all possible characteristics of vision systems is known, this is far from the truth; there are many gaps. The other problem is that, as mentioned, the number of characteristics discovered by experiment is very large and no one could possibly use them all, nor are all useful. A large aspect of the art of creating artificial vision, or any neurobiologically inspired application, is to select the right subset and to determine the best way to translate those hints into enabling elements.
What sorts of characteristics are in the overlap region between human and computer vision? The history of computer vision abounds with examples. Clearly human vision preceded computer vision and has been a source of wonder and the topic of study since antiquity. The literature is enormous and when computers came onto the scene, scientists had much from which to draw inspiration and constraints for computer vision system design.
The first doctoral dissertation on computer vision was arguably that of Larry Roberts in 1963 [1] . He addressed a visual problem that has dominated the field ever since, that of how to define a method to allow a computer, connected to a camera that takes images under visible light, to recognize an object in its field of view. Roberts was inspired by J.J. Gibson's 1950 book [2] which showed that shape perception is invariant to perspective transformation. That inspiration was translated into the constraint that any object model he might design and any recognition method he might propose had to have this same characteristic, namely, that if the object changes orientation or pose in a scene, the computer system is able to recognize it equally well.
At about the same time, it was recognized that constraints need not apply in only one direction. Leonard Uhr [3] , commenting on the computer models of form perception that had appeared up to 1963, said something that is as true now as it was then: "This paper will attempt to demonstrate that this work is of theoretical interest to the behavioral scientist; that it offers testable models for perception, neural organization, and concept formation similar in kind to those that have been discussed in the biological and psychological literature." This stress on testable models gives a life to artificial vision systems beyond being technological wonders. Neurobiology and behavior can constrain computational models, but computational models can test and extend experimental work by providing formal explanations of observed phenomena and making testable predictions of yet-to-beobserved characteristics of biological systems. Uhr [4] went on to propose layered recognition cones for image processing, informed by the decreasing receptive field sizes of visual neurons (the portion of a scene where if a visual stimulus appears, the neuron will respond) and their hierarchical organization observed in successive layers in the visual cortex by Nobel Laureates David Hubel and Torsten Weisel [5] . Layered hierarchical representations are an important component of the successful artificial vision systems of today.
Rosenfeld and Thurston [6] drew inspiration from the Gestalt laws of perceptual organization [7] . Perceptual organization is concerned with how we group items into larger items, such as how to group small line elements into long continuous lines, and what sorts of heuristics the brain uses to do so. Gestalt psychologists believed that the whole is different than the sum of its parts and developed a set of principles to explain this. Another example of such grouping is how we perceive the individual points of light of a fireworks display as expanding circles, spheres or other shapes. Rosenfeld and Thurston [6] developed simple computational operations to detect texture edges, spots, edges and streaks in images, and formulated notions of conspicuousness and goodness of pattern organization in terms of the proposed operations. Constraints relating to perceptual organization as observed in human vision have been central to computer vision ever since.
Another example relates to how we process the inputs from two eyes. Bela Julesz [8] examined human binocular vision behavior and noted that stereo vision appeared to be a cooperative process, where potential matches (of stimuli from the two eyes potentially deriving from a single point in the visual field) compete with one another. The images in each eye, although pointing at approximately the same part of a scene, slightly differ and thus any point in one image has several possible matching points in the other at varying distances in depth -all but one is a false match. The key constraint here is that all points have a unique location in our visual world, and the competition among hypothesized matches is resolved using this constraint. Subsequent theories of stereo vision took such observations, and more, and converted them into computational constraints that can be embedded into algorithms (for example [9] ), eventually leading to the remarkable stereo vision systems currently used by the robotic rovers on Mars [10] .
The list of such examples is very large, covering the history of computer vision [11] , but only two more examples will be given here. It is interesting to trace, even if rather coarsely, the development of technology almost everyone has in their hands, in their smartphones or in their consumer cameras, and that is confronted with each time we travel, shop or even walk the streets of our cities. This technology is face recognition. Perhaps the earliest attempt at creating a computer program to recognize faces was due to Woody Bledsoe in 1966 [12] . Bledsoe's system did not seem to derive much motivation from neuroscience largely because at that point, there was little known about how the brain solves this task. In the late 1980s, however, Matthew Turk and Alex Pentland [13] noted discoveries made during that decade of single neurons responsive to faces in the brain that were organized into a facerecognition region of the visual cortex. Some of these neurons were sensitive not only to particular faces, but also to the viewpoint from which the face was viewed.
The recognition of a face seems immediate in our everyday experience and the fact that single neurons are selective for particular faces may be related to this immediacy. Turk and Pentland [13] concluded that this knowledge constrained the design of a face-recognition system to be fast (not needing much computation), accomplished with only twodimensional image information and sensitive to particular viewpoints. This led to their 1991 eigenface strategy [13] which, in essence, decomposes face images into components that represent the significant variations among faces. The success of this approach was a breakthrough, not likely possible without those key pieces of information discovered by neuroscientists in the preceding years. A dozen years later Michael Jones and Paul Viola [14] added other components to the process, among them, and inspired by human vision, the ability to attend to potential faces while ignoring background (something that has been noted for centuries; see [15] for a brief history).
Insights into human vision thus inspired the Jones and Viola development of an extremely fast, low power and accurate face detector that has formed a basis for the consumer versions we now enjoy. The story is, however, likely not over. Freiwald and Tsao [16] have discovered that face processing in the primate brain is really composed of a network of six interconnected and cooperating face-selective areas, each performing different functions, some focusing on our ability to recognize a face regardless of the direction from which we see it (a dimension where current face recognition technology still needs a bit a help). They found that two areas are view-specific (recognize a face from only a single view): one was tuned to identity mirror-symmetrically across views, thus achieving partial view invariance, and one achieved almost full viewpoint invariance. [18] scale-invariant features, and the method he proposed to use them in object recognition, have proven to be remarkably effective and the current systems owe much to them.
It is not difficult to appreciate that such systems are very complicated, have a tremendous number of parameters, and that one is faced with the problem of how to set their values. No purely mathematical solution to this problem is possible; setting each by hand is laborious to the point of being infeasible, and it is almost impossible to know if the settings are at all good, let alone optimal. The solution that has developed over several decades of research relies on having the system learn which parameter settings are best. Donald Hebb was a neuroscientist and pioneer researcher into how neurons may learn. He described a process now known as 'Hebbian Learning' [19] that laid the groundwork for how modern systems approach this problem. His basic theory states that simultaneous activation of cells leads to increases in synaptic strength between those cells and it is this increase in connection strength that reflects the learning of the association between those cells.
The body of work generated in the field of neural networks and learning theory cannot be fairly overviewed here, but a few of the critical stages can be seen in the Perceptrons of Minsky and Papert [20] , in Adaptive Resonance Theory of Grossberg [21] , in the previously mentioned NeoCognitron [17] , in the Parallel Distributed Processing of McCLelland and Rumelhart [22] , in backpropagation learning methods of Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams [23] , in the Convolutional Neural Nets of Le Cun and Bengio [24] , and in Deep Learning methods, the best example of which is by Krizhevsky, Sutskever and Hinton [25] . Each of the major works cited along the way borrowed heavily from the known neurobiology of the brain. This last-mentioned paper [25] describes a system and its performance on an image dataset of 1.2 million images representing 1000 different classes of objects where it far outperformed all other systems with an error rate of 15.3%. Such successes clearly have fit into the business plans of Google, Facebook and others because their online use of images is well served by these systems.
This all-too brief and selective overview of the impact of human neurobiology and behavior on computer vision demonstrates what Steven Zucker [26] claimed: that computational models of perception have two essential components, representational languages for describing information and mechanisms that manipulate those representations. The many diverse kinds of constraints on theories discovered by experimental work, whether psychophysical, neurophysiologic, or theoretical, impact the representations and manipulation mechanisms (the brief summary above is only a small partial listing of all the relevant constraints). Zucker [26] goes on to suggest that all of these different kinds of constraints are needed, or the likelihood of discovering the correct explanation is seriously diminished. Without computational theories and constraints, one is faced with the problem of inferring what enormous numbers of neurons are doing without a suitable language for describing either them or their scope. In other words, the title It's All About The Constraints really says it all. Careful understanding of one's problem, with potential solutions circumscribed by the appropriate set of constraints, including not only computational issues such as realizability, efficiency, and usability, but also hints from neurobiology, are critical precursors to success.
Have we achieved the ultimate goal of computational vision research and perfected the machine counterpart to our everyday visual abilities? No, we are not even close. The recent defeat of the Turing Test for artificial intelligence by a computer program is misleading at best, with all due respect to Alan Turing. A test of artificial intelligence that does not include sensory perception, in its role of seeking and acquiring input directed by task demands and interacting with cognition and behavior in satisfying tasks, is inadequate.
The hallmark of human vision is its generality. The same brain and same visual system allow one to play tennis, drive a car, perform surgery, view photo albums, read a book, gaze into your loved one's eyes, go online shopping, solve 1000-piece jigsaw puzzles, find your lost keys, chase after your young daughter when she appears in danger, and so much more. The reality is that incredible as the successes so far have been, it is humbling to acknowledge how far there is still to go before the visual system of Star Trek TNG's Commander Data can be realized. One cannot take the visual system of Google's self-driving car and ask it to solve a jigsaw puzzle, nor can one ask any of the top-performing image classification systems to serve as the vision component of a tennisplaying robot. The successes have all been unitaskers (they have a single function) -the human visual system is a multitasker, and the tasks one can teach that system seem unbounded. And it is an infeasible solution to simply create a brain that includes a large set of unitaskers. So how to move forward?
We need to consider a broader set of vision problems, but it likely would be unproductive to immediately expand to full human visual behavior. But we can slowly move along towards that goal by returning to J.J. Gibson, whose work informed Roberts' thesis, and note that he stresses a rather obvious, but important, point: that people -and their visual systems -move. We move around objects to see hidden aspects, we manipulate them to confirm their properties, we move to induce motion that might help detect camouflaged objects or assist with determining distance to an object, we move our eyes when we search for things, and generally actively explore when we try to understand what we see (nicely argued over decades by Barrow and Popplestone [27] , Bajcsy [28] , Aloimonos [29] , Ballard [30] , Andreopoulos and Tsotsos [11] ). Thus, the constraints that can be applied to vision system development can be elaborated by including the constraints that self-motion imposes, such as the spatial, as well as temporal, correspondence between successive images; there is a cost in time and energy involved in moving the eyes (or body), and this constrains how often one may be willing to do so; there must be an innate understanding of visual perspective and geometry in order to build an internal representation of what we have seen in previous views and where it is; and more. Certainly if we wish to fulfill the dream of useful humanoid robotic companions for our elderly and infirm, or household assistants, these constraints are central.
But with this possibility a new problem arises: the amount of sensory data to be processed grows rapidly and computational power begins to be strained. In psychology, this problem has long been studied, and the literature addressing the phenomenon of attention, more specifically visual attention, is enormous [15] . The most obvious manifestation of visual attention is that we cannot process all that we see to the same level of detail, so we select what is relevant and what is not, and preferentially process the relevant. The experimental observations can be transformed into useful computational constraints by thinking about their theoretical and mathematical implications, as each of the examples shown earlier also requires. It has been formally proven that the computational difficulty of even the most basic vision problems can involve exponential behavior: that is, the amount of processing time required to solve these problemsregardless of realization, neurons or silicon -may grow exponentially with the size of the input.
The size of vision problem that the brain solves thus requires a commensurately sized computational substrate and these have been matched through evolution making vision as we know it possible. How many neurons are needed, how are they connected and by how many connections, how do they communicate, how are they physically organized, what do ensembles of neurons represent, and so many more critical questions, the answers to which constrain the solutions that are feasible. Further, although the number of neurons is very large what size of problem can be solved? The match of problem size to brain size is not accomplished by concatenating many different vision systems because that would require a far larger brain than nature has evolved. The solution is to use a general purpose vision system that can be tuned to different functions depending on the task required of it and the input it views [31] . The experimental evidence supporting this tuning function is well-accepted. One aspect of this tuning is to select which portion of the input to process at any time (recall how Jones and Viola used this effectively for face recognition). The brain can also select the manner in which this input is processed at any time. This is the essence of attentional behavior, a behavior known since ancient times, brought into the modern experimental world by Herman von Helmholtz's experiment where he demonstrated how we can attend to different stimuli even without eye movements [32] .
Human visual attention involves much more than eye movements that select where to look or methods to select relevant items in an image and ignore backgrounds. Attention involves a wide range of mechanisms that play the role of dynamically adapting our general purpose vision system. Attention tunes neurons throughout most of the visual cortex to improve their performance for the task of the moment and for the scene being viewed [31] . Attention further controls tuning by priming the system for its current expectations, suppressing irrelevant computations and thus enhancing the relevant ones, improving responses to taskrelevant image characteristics, sharpening decision processes, and more. Such mechanisms, welljustified by increasing numbers of neurobiology and behavioral experiments, are only beginning to appear in computational vision systems.
Of more direct importance here is the set of new constraints added to design, namely, that processes must be tunable dynamically and not fixed and static. Brains can learn to attend and then retain this learning as permanent neural changes. One sees this concept of neural plasticity, now firmly supported by neurobiology, in the growing number of applications to assist in cognitive development. The problem, however, is that if a larger set of constraints is considered, the space of possible solutions decreases -the number of different cakes possible becomes smaller. It is a challenge for the current designs that have shown such good performance to address the additional constraints and likely, new computational developments are needed. One thing, however, is certain -nature's inspiration for new technology continues and points to a new generation of intelligent vision systems.
